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Biometric Identification System using Lips
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Abstract: Visual information from the lips can be an effective candidate for facial biometrics applications when other facial organs are
covered. In this paper identity recognition is determined by this lip features. Initially face detection is done by a very powerful method
known as Viola and Jone’s algorithm. To detect the lip contour, more gray scale characteristics from the lips are employed to resist the
influences from various skin colors and environments. For capturing the features of the lips five various mouth corners are detected
through the proposed system. These detected five points are used for further recognition purpose. Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used
for the recognition stage as it gives better recognition.
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1. Introduction
Numerous measurements and signals have been proposed and
investigated for use in biometric recognition systems.A
biometric can be based on either a person’s physical or
behavioural characteristics the most popular measurements
are fingerprint, face and voice. Each of these biometric traits
has their own pros and cons with respect to accuracy and
deployment. Among these features, face recognition is able to
work at a greater distance between the prospective users and
the camera than other types of features yet; one critical issue
of the face recognition system is that the system cannot work
well if the target face is partially covered. Thus, considering a
smaller part of a face for further recognition can be an
effective way to solve this problem [1].
Lip is the tactile sensory organ constituting the visible portion
of the mouth. Since the lip data can be captured at a distance,
it represents a passive biometric as it requires no active user
participation. The challenge of using the lip as a biometric
lies in the area of uniqueness and circumvention. The use of
the lip region as a means of human identification was first
proposed through the concept of lip-prints. In fact it is a
challenging issue. Here an algorithm is proposed to extract
features from the can be used for recognition of persons by
using support vector machine [9].
The process of scanning and matching can occur through
verification or identification. In verification a one-to-one
match takes place in which the user must claim an identity,
and the biometric is then scanned and checked against the
database. In identification, a user is not compelled to claim an
identity; instead, the biometric is scanned and then matched
against all the templates in the database. If a match is found,
the person has been “identified.” .

Viola and jone’s algorithm [7] is the best known and most
popular feature extraction and this feature has been used in
this paper. It is capable of processing images very rapidly.
This technique uses a new image representation known as
integral image and by using this features can be calculated
easily. Then the efficient classification is done by Adaboost
learning algorithm.
Lip region is extracted from the face region and more gray
scale characteristics from the lip region is taken by a
thresholding method known as Isodata method[6].It is used in
picture processing to select an adequate threshold of gray
levels for separating two classes.
The rest of the paper can be organized as follows in section
II; we discuss the preprocessing steps of the proposed
approach. Section III mainly focuses on the description of
mouth corner detection, and in section IV deals with the lip
recognition, section v presents the experimental results will
be described in detail to demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach. Finally the last section VI, presents our
conclusion.

2. Pre Processing
Nowadays, many biometrics systems are present. Each of the
biometrics has its own advantages and disadvantages. An
overall diagram for the proposed method is given in figure 1.

Early face-detection algorithms focused on the detection of
frontal human faces, whereas newer algorithms attempt to
solve the more general and difficult problem of multi-view
face detection. That is, the detection of faces those are either
rotated along the axis from the face to the observer or rotated
along the vertical or left-right axis or both. The newer
algorithms take into account variations in the image or video
by factors such as face appearance, lighting, and pose.
Figure 1: Flowchart of proposed system
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The images are refined from Cohn–Kanade database which
contains several face images. Selected face images are taken
for the lip extraction purpose. The detailed explanation of the
block diagram is as follows.
2.1 Face Detection
Face detection is a computer technology that determines the
locations and sizes of human faces in digital images. It
detects facial features and ignores anything else, such as
buildings, trees and bodies. Face detection can be regarded as
a specific case of object-class detection. In object-class
detection, the task is to find the locations and sizes of all
objects in an image that belong to a given class.
Several algorithms are developed for face detection. Here the
face detection is done by a powerful method known as Viola
and Jone’s algorithm. This face detection system is most
clearly distinguished from previous approaches in its ability
to detect faces rapidly. It is an extremely reliable and efficient
face detection algorithm. This face detection procedure
classifies images based on the value of simple features. It
uses three kinds of features. Viola and Jones employed
Adaboost for object detection and got good performance
when applying to human face detection. Some mathematical
theory shows that it is in fact a very powerful machine
learning technique. Boosting algorithm automatically
provides the appropriate weight for each one. Mainly this
approach includes three contributions.
Three major contribution of the algorithm are Feature
extraction, classification using boosting .Initially an integral
image is calculated for determining feature very quickly.
Compute the value of each rectangle feature for each integral
image. A special representation of the sample called the
integral image makes feature extraction faster.
The second is a simple and efficient classifier which is built
using the AdaBoost learning algorithm to select a small
number of critical visual features from a very large set of
potential features.
AdaBoost learning algorithm is used to boost the
classification performance of a simple learning algorithm. It
does this by combining a collection of weak classification
functions to form a stronger classifier.

Where(i0,j0) and (i1,j1) denote the origin and the top-right
position of the face’s bounding box of size , positions (i2,j2)
and (i3,j3) and denote the origin and the top-right position of
the estimated lip region of size .
2.3 Fast Box Filtering and Histogram Stretching
For eliminating the influences from the camera noise and
various light changing fast box filtering and histogram
stretching are using. It provides a contrast enhanced and
smoothed result. Fast Box Filtering is to obtain an integral
image which gives the summation of the gray scale values in
the lip region. It is used to generate a noise free source with
high processing efficiency. Histogram stretching means the
histogram equalisation. Histogram stretching indicates the
extension of gray scale values. The above three steps are
included in the pre-processing steps. Next step will be the
mouth corner detection.

3. Mouth Corner Extraction
Five mouth corners are extracted from lip region which
contains left and right corner, upper corner, middle lip corner
and lower lip corner. After histogram stretching, since the
gradients of the left and right corners are always higher than
other gradients, a further refining procedure is required. For
this, the Isodata algorithm is adopted for automatically
finding a threshold to filter out some weak gradients.
Isodata means Iterative Self Organising Data Analysis
Technique. It is one of the classification based method in
image segmentation. It is an unsupervised classification
algorithm. The objective of this is to split a non homogeneous
region into homogeneous region. It assigns an arbitrary initial
value of a threshold.
The second step classifies each pixel to the closest class. In
the third step mean values are calculated for each class and
new threshold is calculated by averaging them. Then third
and second step is repeating. This new threshold is using for
the mouth corner detection.
3.1 Left and Right Lip Corner

The third contribution is a method for combining classifiers
in a “cascade” which allows background regions of the image
to be quickly discarded. This section describes an algorithm
for constructing a cascade of classifiers which achieves
increased detection performance while radically reducing
computation time.
2.2 Lip Extraction
In a face region lip is present in the lower portion. Then the
lip region is extracted from the face images by taking some
estimations thus the lip region is extracted from the face
images in the databases.

The boundary between two lips is always darker than the
neighbouring region. Here the left corner points are searching
from zero to half of the width of the lip region. Usually the
gray scale values corresponding for the left corner points will
be less than the threshold calculated by the Isodata method.
The procedure for locating right lip corner is similar to that
left lip corner.
3.2 Upper Lip corner and Lower Lip Corner
The upper lip corner has a strong variation around the
philtrum and the upper lip boundary. Here the upper lip
pixels are searching within a line region of one pixel width.
These lines will be perpendicular to the distance between the
left and right mouth corner. The difference between the upper
points should have a positive difference and smaller than an
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addjustable threeshold. The upper
u
gray sccale point wiill also
hiigher than thhe threshold calculated
c
by Isodata. Thee same
cooncept is usedd for the lowerr lip corner.
Fiigure 4: Lip E
Extracted Outp
put
3.3 Middle Point
The middle pooint lies betweeen one by thhird distances of the
T
leeft and right lip
l corner points. The bouundary betweeen two
lips is always darker
d
due to the shadow. This feature is
i used
too find the midddle point. Heere two thresholds are consiidering
foor finding thhe middle pooints. The gray scale diffference
beetween the middle
m
points should
s
have a positive diffference
annd greater thaan one of the thhresholds.

For eliminating the noises annd camera inffluences Fast Box
Filtering is applyying. The Fastt box filtered output is giveen in
the figure 5.

ure 5: Fast Boox Filtered Ou
utput
Figu
ment are donne by
Agaain smoothenning and contrrast enhancem
Histogram Stretcching. This outtput is shown in figure 6.

4 Lip Recoognition
4.
To effectively distinguish each
T
e
individuaal more featurres are
exxtracted from
m the lip reegion. Supporrt Vector Machine
M
(S
SVM) is used for the lip recognition purrpose. It is tecchnique
foor data classification.SVM
M considered to be usefuul than
neeural networkk. The goal of
o SVM is to
t produce a model
w
which
predictss the target values of the test data.. Here
diifferent persoons can be distinguished
d
by SVM usiing the
exxtracted feattures and also considerinng the norm
malised
heeights of uppper and low
wer lips. The software ussed for
reecognition is Libsvm.
L

O
Figurre 6: Histograam Streching Output
m
corners are detected
d by the propposed
Theen the five mouth
metthod. The Fivve mouth cornners are indicaated by the yeellow
circcles. The markked mouth corrners are given
n in Fig.7.

5. Results and
a Discusssions
Experiments arre performed on
E
o gray level images to verrify the
prroposed metthod. These images are represented by 8
biits/pixel. Face Image usedd for experim
ments are shoown in
beelow figure.

Figgure 7: Markeed mouth Corn
ners
y support veector
Agaain each perrson is distinguished by
macchine.

6. Conclusioon

Figure 2: Input Imagee Database
The next step is
T
i applying facce detection on
o the above im
mages.
Itt is performed by the Vioola and Jone’’s algorithm. CohnC
Cande
databasee is taken. Thhe face detecteed outputs aree given
beelow in Fig.3..

Thee face region is
i directly dettected by the powerful metthod,
nam
mely, Viola annd Jones’ facce detection algorithm
a
from
m an
imaage. This face
f
detectioon system is most cleearly
disttinguished from previous appproaches in its
i ability to detect
d
facees extremely rapidly. Thiss increase in speed will ennable
reall-time face deetection appliccations on sy
ystems where they
werre previously infeasible.
i
In addition to th
his, the system
m can
be implemented
i
o a wide rannge of small lo
on
ow power devvices,
inclluding hand-hheld’s and em
mbedded proceessors. It pressents
an approach foor face deteection which
h minimizes the
mputation tim
me while achieeving high deetection accurracy.
com
This has broaderr application in computer vision and im
mage
proccessing. Thenn the lip regioon can be easiily extracted from
the detected facee. Lip biomettric system iss applicable when
w
hallenging issuue in
otheer facial organns are coveredd and it is a ch
the biometric sysstems.
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